EHFCN: AN OVERVIEW
WHO WE ARE
The European Healthcare Fraud & Corruption Network (EHFCN) is the only organization dedicated
to combating fraud, corruption and waste in the healthcare sector across Europe. EHFCN was
formally established in 2005. It is a not-for-profit organisation financed through subscription fees.
Its members are healthcare and counter fraud organisations in Europe. In 2022, the network
represents 21 members from 15 countries - governmental organisations, NGO’s and private insurers.

WHAT WE DO
EHFCN’s activities aim to support members and associates entities in their work of prevention,
detection, investigation, prosecution and redress of healthcare fraud, corruption and waste.
EHFCN:



provides its members with a platform to exchange information and tools, best practices and
ideas;



promotes the development of common working standards through education and events
(webinars, workshops, ‘Open houses’);



represents its member organisations towards national, European and international
organisations involved in healthcare and/or in countering fraud and corruption.

WHAT IS OUR VISION
Our vision is to create a real fraud-proof and corruption-proof culture within healthcare systems
across Europe. Our network will empower our people to use their knowledge and skills to the full.

CONCRETELY
EHFCN organises webinars, conferences, ‘Open Houses’ and training seminars

They all aim at promoting the share of best practices and encouraging the exchange of information,
the development of common working standards and networking with peers.
The EHFCN conference is annually organised and hosted by an EHFCN Member, open to the public.
EHFCN delivers Excellence Awards
These awards aim to stimulate best practices in counter fraud and counter corruption activities
in healthcare.
They also aim to promote the work of EHFCN by accrediting particular actions or initiatives which prove
excellence in the field and constitute tangible contributions to the promotion of the goals
of EHFCN.
EHFCN launches awareness campaigns
Awareness campaigns call for the creation of a real anti-fraud and anti-corruption culture within
the healthcare systems among service providers, healthcare suppliers, healthcare payers,
healthcare users and ultimately among all European citizens.
EHFCN provides publications
They aim to provide information and a better insight in the issues tackled by the Network and other
stakeholders related to the topic of fraud, corruption and waste in healthcare.
EHFCN networks
EHFCN monitors EU affairs related to fraud, corruption and waste in the healthcare sector in order to
better collaborate with European and international bodies which have an influence on healthcare in
Europe. It provides its members with information on what is happening at European level and
represents its members in EU consultations.

CONTACT US
Ask us anything
Email: office@ehfcn.org,
T: +32 2 739 72 15
Website: www.ehfcn.org
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